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Chapter Scrapbook Night
The Basics
The Epsilon Eta Chapter at Central
Michigan hosts two scrapbook events
annually to help record the history of the
chapter for future members to see. The
Chapter historian documents events
asdagasdfasdfa
throughout the year and the group
creates a scrapbook to pass on to future
members.

Getting Started
Every members is given more were the
opportunity to create their own pages,
so that all members have the
opportunity to contribute to the
chapter’s historical record. The chapter
asfjdteqasgvfasdgasrgywqe5y
sets aside money from fundraising
specifically to help cover the supplies
and snacks for members to eat while
crafting. A member with off-campus
housing provided a cozy space for
members to gather.
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The Experience
More than half of the membership of the
chapter attends each semester to craft a
page of the book. Each page has a
theme, ranging from socials for the
family-feeling of the chapter. The laidback event provides stress relief and
bonding for the chapter members.

The Impact
Participants enjoyed a break from the
stress of the end of the semester to
create the record. Members are able to
look into the past through old
scrapbooks and spend time together
before either winter or summer break.
Watching how members and events
grow and change over the years is an
added benefit!

Keep a beautiful record of your
chapter’s well-planned activities
for future members to gain
inspiration and from which to
learn.
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Make This Event Your Own
 Focus on a specific event and make one scrapbook for
it
 Have everyone bring in their own photos and selfies
from events
 Have everyone create their own page to take home
 Use the scrapbook as a gift for officers or Chapter
Counselors

2

Fast Facts

17
participants

2
events

Fast Facts
”This event is such a fun way to bring everyone together in a
laid back setting while looking back at all the memories that
we made throughout the semester. It is also fun to look back
at old scrapbooks that have been made over the many past
semesters to see how much our chapter has done and has also
evolved.”

- Tau Phi Chapter Member

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Contact the Chapter Services
Staff at KDP Headquarters for
help as you plan your program.

